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Oxygen Forensic Kit – complete out-of-the-box solution 
 

When to start? Immediately! Oxygen Forensic Kit is a complete set you can quickly use 

right out of the box. It does not require any additional expenses on different hardware 

or software products. It can be used right after the purchase. Oxygen Forensic Kit is 

a suite of tools, that helps to acquire necessary evidence from the seized devices 

without wasting time on PC configuring, finding cables and suitable drivers for them.  

 

What troubles Oxygen Forensic Kit helps to avoid? In many cases, the software you 

download has dependencies on specific factors such as system setup procedure, 

Internet connection, activation, time-consuming searches. You must also download, 

install, configure, integrate, and deploy successfully numerous cable drivers before you 

can use it. There are also known and unknown issues with each component of the 

greater puzzle that often require hours or days spent searching and asking questions, 

and experimenting for successful data acquisition results. Do you need all this? Sure 

you don’t!  
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Oxygen Forensic Kit – reasonable solution 
 

Why to use Oxygen Forensic Kit? Our goal is not just to distribute Oxygen Forensic Kit 

but rather to serve the needs of our customers, who often ask to recommend any 

solutions that can be used in the field to extract and analyze important information. 

We are offering this Kit as a complete and effective solution to meet the needs of those 

who do not want to invest in more robust solutions. 

 

Use time wisely. Many hours went into installation, configuration, deployment and 

integration that make Oxygen Forensic Kit work in a tick. All you need is just to start 

Oxygen Forensic Suite, pick up right cable from the case and connect the phone 

without any problems and then spend your time working instead of making it to work. 

 

Save the funds. Oxygen Forensic Kit rich capabilities and competitive pricing 

considerably excels other solutions. Why to pay more for less? 

 

 

 
Oxygen Forensic Kit

Oxygen Forensic 
Suite  installed and 

configured

 Windows                    
installed and                                        
configured 

Oxygen Drivers Pack  
installed and 
configured 

Microsoft Bluetooth 
Drivers  installed and 

configured 

Oxygen Images Pack  
installed and 
configured 

More than 64Gb to 
install any additional 

forensic software
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Oxygen Forensic Kit – your field laboratory 
 

Portable mobile forensics laboratory. Designed for portability, Oxygen Forensic Kit is 

a unique mobile solution. It can be your field laboratory that is always at hand. You do 

not need to carry tons of forensic hardware to work in the field. Oxygen Forensic Kit 

will always accompany you wherever you go and you will not even notice it carrying. 

Oxygen Forensic Kit is specially designed to be utilized as a field Kit.   

 

Thought-out convenient solution. Oxygen Forensic Kit is not only convenient to carry 

it is also easy to use. No additional installation or settings are required. All you need to 

do is to switch on the Tablet PC where Windows OS is preinstalled, choose a cable from 

the cable set, run Oxygen Forensic Suite and connect a device. The cables are marked 

so no time is wasted to find the right one.  
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Oxygen Forensic Kit – straightforward workflow  
 

Rapid on-scene analysis. In comparison with other forensic hardware Oxygen Forensic 

Kit allows not only to extract data from the device but also to view and analyze it right 

in the field. Oxygen Forensic Suite user-friendly intuitive interface will help you to 

search and work with the acquired information conveniently and efficiently. 

Extractions can then be brought to the forensic lab for printing and using as a reference 

or in the courtroom. 

 

Easy and complete connectivity. All the cable drivers are already installed and 

compatible with the devices officially supported by Oxygen Forensic Suite. In case a 

particular device model you seized does not support cable connection Bluetooth 

adaptor is preinstalled in the tablet PC. It is already configured and ready to work.  
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Oxygen Forensic Kit – affordable hardware-software solution for 
data acquisition and analysis 

 

Unique software solution. Purchasing Oxygen Forensic Kit you automatically acquire 

an Analyst license of Oxygen Forensic Suite, the most advanced and acclaimed one, at 

a discounted price. It not only allows you to save much money but also to gain access 

to the unique functionality, like: 

 25+ breakthrough data extraction methods from 9000+ mobile devices; 

 500+ applications user data (passwords, logins, chats, shared data, etc.); 

 Links & Stats and Social Graph to visualize social connections between device 

user(s) and contacts; 

 Aggregated Contacts collected from multiple device sources; 

 Timeline with all events from one or several devices in a single list; 

 Analytical charts and matrix to examine user activity within certain time frame; 

 Geo data extraction and ability to create routes from geo points; 

 SQLite Database Viewer to recover deleted records; 

 Multi-device search to find and link events from different devices; 

 and much more! 

An Analyst license for Oxygen Forensic Kit comes with a one year of free updates that 

is already included in the price. Oxygen Forensic Suite is fully installed and configured 

so no time is spent on the program download and registration.  
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Oxygen Forensic Kit – affordable hardware-software solution for 

data acquisition and analysis 
 

Extensive operational and storage hardware. The impressive characteristics of the 

Tablet PC make it an indispensable tool in operational task management.  

 Tablet PC size and weight is suitable both for field and lab investigations. 

 4 GB RAM are enough to quickly extract and process any amount of data from 

the seized device.  

 128 GB SSD make it possible to acquire and save all necessary information right 

in the field.  

 You can also store any other data or install other applications on the Tablet PC 

that will help you in your forensic research.  

 Several USB ports allow you to use flash drives and external HDD for backups 

and reports saving. Since the extracted data is always of a great value it is 

recommended to make a copy of it saving it into an .ofb backup in Oxygen 

Forensic Suite or exporting it to one of the text file formats.  

 Built-in Bluetooth adapter is a necessary alternative when cable connection to 

device is not possible. 
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Oxygen Forensic Kit package 
 

Oxygen Forensic Kit package contains every detail you’ll possibly need. It includes: 

 

 Computing Motion R12 Tablet PC - 12.5” Full High Definition, Corning® Gorilla® 

Glass 3, 4th Generation Intel® Core™ processors, 4G LTE Broadband and 

802.11ac Wi-Fi, 8MP rear and 2MP front cameras, Touch, pen and keyboard 

input options; 

 Preinstalled Windows OS; 

 Preinstalled, tuned and ready to use Oxygen Forensic Suite Analyst license; 

 DVD Box with Oxygen Forensic Suite USB Dongle Analyst license to install it to 

your Desktop computer; 

 Preinstalled and configured Oxygen Drivers Pack; 

 Full and up-to-date Oxygen Cable Set; 

 Printed Getting Started Guide for Oxygen Forensic Suite; 

 Printed Connection Instructions Guide; 

 Rugged Peli case; 

 

Save up to 40% by ordering Oxygen Forensic Kit instead of buying its components 
separately.  

 
 

Oxygen Forensics  Company reserves the right to change the Tablet PC models, its carrying case, suitcase and cables for other items with similar characteristics. 
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